
Human Resources 

Beginning 21st century, planning and technology into human resources’ needs make for the most 
important underlying factor – of both theoretical and practical value - behind the areas of benefits 
administration, human resource management, psychology integration, regulatory compliance, training, 
recruiting, risk estimation, and payroll. From small teams to companies employing more than 200 people, 
management, consulting, and measurement include - focus on internal resources and core business, better 
benefits and services, and switching providers for better service – to save money.  

The world’s top consulting companies with long functional human resource (HR) departments are 
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, KPMG LLP, Ernst & Young LLP, and Deloitte Consulting LLP. 
Important industry drivers listed on the stock exchanges are insurance companies as well as many 
enterprise software providers. The HR sector has expanded to online and international training, data entry 
and services provision, in addition to employee and clients’ accounts and surveys.  

In his capacity of human capital strategist at Accenture plc (ACN) Kevin Kramer shared thoughts about 
changing workforce demographics at the Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology. He thinks 
that HR outsourcing is very important with respect to organizing international corporate data, payroll, 
transaction processing, and services exchange among companies. 

Furthermore, it is widely believed that “HR outsourcing can cut costs 10% to 30%, although these 
numbers vary by geography and organization,” Kramer said. Contemporary transformations allow HR 
specialists to spend more time on workforce strategy and talent management. Respondents to Kramer’s 
survey worked in firms of 1,000 full-time equivalents or more and identified themselves as primarily 
involved with decision making. 

“Less than 15% of executives were satisfied with programs to improve key talent areas.” The latest known 
“diamond HR model” has experts focus 70% of work cases’ time and cost on strategy and talent 
management and only 30% on transactions and administration. In comparison to the somewhat odd 
“triangle HR model” many firms operate in the reverse percentages pattern. 

In industrial organizations, more opportunity is evident today to match psychology to analytical skills, 
such as enterprise-wide data integration, designing and tracking business metrics, organizational change, 
testing and measurement, and competency modeling. Financial products also contain life insurance, mutual 
funds, and annuities in human resource packages. 

Both Accenture and the International Business Machines Corp (IBM) are well established in two different 
segments of the human resources industry. Another popular company based in Chicago, Illinois, is Aon 
Hewitt LLC. It offers consulting, talent research, broad-based compensation, fiduciary, retirement, as well 
as health, communication, merger and acquisition solutions.  

IBM’s market cap is $1145.76 billion. Accenture is valued at $64.52 billion. Deloitte, Ernst & Young, 
Deloitte, KPMG, and PricewaterhouseCoopers are privately run enterprises. In 2011, the U.K.’s 
Competition Commission referred them to the Office of Fair Trading with concerns that dominance of the 
big-four accounting companies was growing to self-regulatory integral size of operations. 
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